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The classic "Red-Back" hymnal has been produced by Pathway Press since 1951. Since then, its

been one of the most sold hymnals and millions of this classic has been sold to lovers of gospel

music the world over. These hymnals fit the needs of the congregation, choir, and soloist. The new

large-print edition of the Church Hymnal offers convenience for those who desire a larger print, and

it also opens flat for use at the piano, organ, and on the music director's stand. *SHAPE NOTE

FORMAT ONLY* Size: 8.5 x 11 Inches

Spiral-bound: 410 pages

Publisher: Pathway Press (2011)

Language: English
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We have a group of us that like to stand around the pulpit to sing and the large print is a hit among

the 30 plus age group. The teens that sing either don't need it or prefer to have their own hymnal. I

was hoping the print would be larger but it is a good improvement over the regular print. We are

playing instruments and that pushes us away from the hymnal to keep from hitting one another with

the instruments, so we are a bit far away from the hymnal. The hymnal seems sturdy enough with

gentle use it should last years. The spiral binding is nice to have the pages lay out and stay without

holding, but it makes it easier for the pages to get torn out with use and accidental roughness.

Stays open great on the Piano...easy to see..good quality paper..great addition to the church music

library...a lot of older hymns to pass on to the next generation..

I like being able to see the words better in this version as compared to the church book. I wish they



made the font/text even bigger however. There is still room on each page (margins) in my opinion

would be of better use to enlarge the text even more. Over all I'm ok with my purchase. It does

seem over priced. I thought there was an economy of scale which made mass productions more

economical to produce and ultimately cost. There are many thicker, less popular books selling for a

lot less. For those who wondered about the book, it is very heavy so keep that in mind. I got an

extra copy for the piano and it works great for that, staying open flat.

Love this hymnal and exspecially since it is in large print. The only reason i gave this hymnal 3 stars

instead of 5 is because when i purchased this book it cost me almost $34.00 and 2 days later i went

back on  to purchase the same book for my mother in law and it was only $24.00. From the same

seller by the way. But overall it is a very nice hymnal. It has alot of the older songs and i still like

those.

When our choir suddenly grew from 3 to 5 people, and several of us were having trouble seeing the

hymnal and holding microphones/tambourines I went searching for a copy of the hymnal in large

print. This has not been a disappointment! It has made seeing the words to the songs much easier!

If you like to play or sing the gospel songs heard in many Gaither recordings and the like, you will

love this hymnal! It's sometimes referred to as the "red back hymnal". I had looked for this book for

quite some time before running across a YouTube video comment suggesting that this was it.

As one adds a few more years to one's life..the large print is a GREAT addition!These songs are

what I heard and learned as I was drawn to Christ through His Message, His Love, and His

Promises of our eternal Home in Heaven. Arrived promptly and in excellent condition. Thanks!

I ordered these for our musicians at church. The regular songbooks and too small and won't stay

open. These are so much nicer than the piano copy as they are spiral bound, larger print and the

pages are easier to turn. I highly recommend this product. I am so glad I found them!!!
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